
VitaJuwel GEMWATER accessories- The most beautiful way to inspirit water. 

 

Did you know that the meaning of SPA is "Health through Water" (Sanus Per Aquam)?  Water is the elixir 

of life and an essential component of holistic spa treatments.  

 

VitaJuwel is "Jewelry for Water", simply the most beautiful way to inspirit drinking water. Our mission is 

to promote the importance of water with our unique gemstone accessories.  

 

VitaJuwel products are designed with devotion in the German alpine uplands, tested by friends all over 

the world and traditionally hand-crafted in a patented, artisanal method by master glassblowers in 

Bohemia. VitaJuwel isn't just the most hygienic way to prepare gemwater, it's also a wonderful 

conversation piece and makes spa guests enjoy water in a completely new way. 

 

Our portfolio includes 18 varieties of regular-sized gemstone vials, matching pitchers, small gemstone 

vials for a single glass and gemwater dispensers for a gallon of water.  

 

The most recent member of our VitaJuwel product family is the gemwater bottle ViA. It's a glass bottle 

with two openings. Basically a personal SPA on-the go! It comes with an exchangeable gem pod  and is 

already a bestseller in Europe. ViA is a great way for spa customers to start thinking green and stop 

using plastic bottles.  

 

Using gems to vitalize water is an age-old tradition, dating back to ancient Greece. VitaJuwel gem wands 

are made from lead-free glass and hand-picked gems. We offer a wide variety of fascinating gem blends, 

tested by naturopaths and based on the insights of modern crystal healing. 

 

Greeting guests with a glass of VitaJuwel gemwater and talking about the importance of water for a 

fresher look is the perfect way to educate your customers in an easy and fun way. Have  VitaJuwel ready 

to use during treatments as it‘s not only a unique eye-catcher and conversation piece but also a valuable 

tool of modern, holistic skincare. 

 

More and more spas realize that spa is not just applying the newest creams, offering massages and 

caring about "the surface". It's about the whole body, mind and spirit.  

 

Last but not least, the unique design of VitaJuwel products make them a fascinating conversation piece 

with great retail potential. Spa customers will be asked all around where they purchased their 

VitaJuwel... 


